
Three vehicles were left with minor damage following a collision in Napier Street on 

Thursday.

Police were called to the intersection of Napier and Cross streets shortly after 11.30 am 

on Thursday, where three vehicles had sustained minor damage following a collision.

Central Goldfields Highway Patrol Senior Constable Tracey Harrison said it’s believed 

the collision was caused by a failure to give way.
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“We believe the driver of a white Kia sedan has failed to give way and has turned into an 

oncoming vehicle while turning from Napier into Cross Street,” she said.

“The driver of the other vehicle, a silver sedan, has tried to avoid hitting the white car 

and has clipped an additional vehicle travelling behind the white sedan by doing so.”

All three people involved in the incident were uninjured and the three vehicles, a white 

Kia sedan, silver Ford sedan and red Holden sedan, all sustained minor damage.

Sen Con Harrison urged the community to drive safely and to the road conditions.

“Read the traffic ahead of you and watch your speed,” she said.
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Businesses, students welcome end of lockdown 
Christie Harrison 6 HOURS AGO
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Residents urged to share mobile and broadband issues as part of 

Connecting Victoria initiative 
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Hawks swoop the pool at junior awards night 
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Rescue operation underway in Phillips Gardens 
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